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ACTIVITY WORKSHEETS – SMALL CLASSES

SHORT ACTIVITIES (<10-15 MIN) – PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE COMMENTED TEST  

SHORT ACTIVITIES (<10-15 MIN)  – SPOT ON

SHORT ACTIVITIES (<10-15 MIN) – BRAINSTORMING RAPIDO

PHASES

The teacher assigns a quick test with 3-5 questions on key content of the previous lesson 
that will be useful for the following. In small classes, teachers can elicit comments of 
right/wrong answers from students. 

3/5 min for answering
10 min for comment

Socrative, Kahoot, Goformative
Poll Everywhere...

LENGHT

PHASES

LENGHT

PHASES

LENGHT

TOOLS

The teacher assigns a question, a problem. Students, in pairs or trios, �nd the answer 
and insert it in an online shared worksheet. At the end of the activity the teacher reads out 
the answer and provides comments.

7-8 min for the solution
5  min for comment

The teacher assigns an open question with open answers (ex. How can we call this 
product? What is the image I’m showing you?).
Students list an idea per each cell freely in a column of a shared worksheet. 
At the end of the activity the teacher reads aloud and comments. 

2-3 min for creation
5-10 min for comment

REMEMBER

APPLY

CREATE

TOOLS

Spreadsheets on Google Drive 
that can be edited by the receiver. 
Email to send/receive links.

TOOLS

Spreadsheets on Google Drive that 
can be edited by the receiver. 
Email to send/receive links.

EXTRA

To contain the time necessary for comments, the teacher can read only the �rst and 
then ask who did something signi�cantly di�erent and only comment on “theme 
variations”.

EXTRA

If there are more than 20 students the creation time must be kept under 2 minutes, in order 
to not increase the number of items too much. 
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MEDIUM LENGTH ACTIVITIES (15-30 MIN) – THINK-PAIR-SHARE

The teacher assigns a question referring to the experience or the previous studies of 
students. Students individually consider their answer. 
The teacher asks a question eliciting an abstraction compared to the experience that has 
just been evoked. Students, in pairs, formulate their answer and share them on a table or 
a worksheet shared online. 
At the end of the activity the teacher reads aloud and comments. 

2-3 min for individuak re�ection
5-10 min abstraction in pairs 
5-10 min for comment

MEDIUM LENGTH ACTIVITIES (15-30 MIN) – MIGRATIONS

MEDIUM LENGTH ACTIVITIES (15-30 MIN) – ANGELS AND DEMONS

The teacher presents the �rst part of a topic and asks students to move to various areas of the 
room that represent a “position” on the topic, supplies new information and therefore asks to 
con�rm or modify their position.
A spokesperson for each area explains why they have taken that position; after that students 
can con�rm or modify their position.

3 min for each move
3 min for comment

The teacher assigns a theme.
The class is divided into two (“angels” and “demons”).
The angels and demons, divided into 3-4 groups, must highlight the positive and negative 
aspects respectively (strengths, opportunities, synergies and weaknesses, risks, con�icts) 
on the topic. 
A spokesperson for each group reaches the teacher’s desk: angels and demons, on two di�erent 
sides, present their positions in turns. Discussions and �nal summary of the teacher follow. 

10 min for re�ection in groups
1 min for each spokesperson  (tot max 8 min) 
5-10 min for �nal discussion

ANALYZE

EVALUATE

ANALYZE / EVALUATE/
REASON

STRUMENTI

Spreadsheets on Google Drive that 
can be edited by the receiver. Email 
to send/receive links.

PHASES

LENGHT

PHASES

LENGHT

PHASES

LENGHT
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LONG ACTIVITY  (30-60 MIN) – METID MATCH

The teacher assigns two topics and shares an online worksheet with a list of questions that 
explore the two topics. 
Students are divided into small groups and paired with a question.
Each group looks for and formulates an answer to the question, creating a series of links or a 
brief presentation. 
A spokesperson for the group, in the right order answers the question creating therefore a 
brief exploration of each of the two topics. 
The topic that was best explored is voted. 

5 minutes presentation of the two topics
10-30 minutes group work
2 minutes for each spokesperson to present (no more than 10 groups, 5 per topic) 
10 minutes for the �nal discussion
2 minutes for the �nal vote

Spreadsheets on Google Drive that can be edited by the receiver. 
Email to send/receive links.

To develop the activity in a reduced time the teacher can direct the exploration on one 
topic and on speci�c cases and present the visual materials that will guide the presenta-
tion of the spokespeople. 

The teacher develops a topic. Students are divided into groups of 10 people: 4 form an inner 
circle, 6 form an outer circle. 
The 4 from the inner circle (the aquarium) manage a kind of “round table”: after a �rst round 
each when each student can state their opinion, they discuss freely on the topic suggested 
by the teacher.
The inner circle is substituted by 4 people from the outer circle; two people stay in the outer 
circle with the task of keeping note of the main key points of the discussion and in the last 
phase they become the spokespeople of the group during class sharing.

10 min for answering
5 min  for comment

LONG ACTIVITY  (30-60 MIN) – ACQUARIUM

REMEMBER / UNDERSTAND / ANALYSE

ANALYZE / EVALUATE

TOOLS

EXTRA

PHASES

PHASES

LENGHT

LENGHT


